Laboratory shock wave experiments have long played an important role in the study of materials in extreme environments. Shock compression experiments provide the unique capability to study impact phenomena in real time and allow for measurements of equations of state [1] [2] [3] , phase transitions [4, 5] , melting [6] [7] [8] [9] , sound velocities [5, 10, 11] , Grüneisen parameter [12, 13] , and transport properties [14] . However, a limitation of shock wave studies is that the in situ crystal structure of high-pressure phases formed under dynamic compression is generally not known.
Due to its fundamental importance in condensed matter physics and geophysics, SiO 2 is one of the most intensely studied materials under high-pressure conditions. Fused silica is widely used as an optical material and the its dynamic response is needed to understand high-powered laser-matter interactions and ballistic penetration [15] [16] [17] [18] . SiO 2 is used as a model system for understanding the physics of amorphous materials at high pressures [19] .
In addition, SiO 2 is the most abundant oxide constituent of the Earth's crust and serves as an archetype for silicate crystals and melts of the deep Earth. As a result, the behavior of silica under dynamic loading is essential for modeling the effects of impacts and explosions in the crust. Despite its wide application, existing models of the dynamic response of SiO 2 [20] [21] [22] [23] suffer from limitations arising from uncertainties about the structure of the high-pressure phase(s).
Based on pressure-density Hugoniot measurements, the shock compression behavior of fused silica can be divided into three regions: 1) an elastic regime extending to 8-9 GPa, 2) a highly compressible region from 10-35 known as the "mixed-phase region", and 3) a dense, low compressibility phase above 34 GPa. Despite decades of study, the nature of the crystal structure or structures existing in the mixed-and high-pressure regions are not known. It is often assumed that the high-pressure phase corresponds to crystalline stishovite (or its CaCl 2 -type modification) as observed in static compression experiments and that the mixedphase regime is a mixture of the low-and high-pressure forms [2, 23, 24] , but direct proof is lacking. Luo et al. [20] have argued that shocked quartz transforms to stishovite (or a stishovite-like) phase between 15-46 GPa. Recent laser-driven compression experiments have suggested that stishovite may begin forming as low as 5 GPa [25] . Others have suggested that the high-pressure phase of SiO 2 corresponds to another high-pressure crystal structure [26, 27] or an amorphous phase [21, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Recovery experiments generally find amorphous material with only trace quantities of stishovite [31, 34] , but due to the high-temperature release path it is an open question whether amorphization occurs during compression or release. The formation of stishovite requires transformation of an initially tetrahedrally coordinated glass to a dense, octahedrally coordinated crystalline structure at high pressures.
It has been argued that this would require a reconstructive phase transformation that would be too sluggish to occur on shock wave timescales [30] .
To probe the crystal structure of fused silica under shock compression, we carried out time-resolved X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements coupled with gun-based dynamic compression. Plate impact loading provides uniform, well-defined conditions within the sample.
The diffraction data are combined with continuum-level measurements to reveal a complete picture of the material response from the atomic length scale to the continuum level, allowing for the unambiguous determination of the phase(s) formed at ∼100 ns timescales from 12 to 63 GPa.
Plate impact experiments were carried out at the Dynamic Compression Sector of the Advanced Photon Source (APS). Planar shock waves in fused silica were generated using LiF impactors accelerated in a polycarbonate projectile to a velocity of 1.8-5.6 km/s using either a single-stage propellant gun or a two-stage light gas gun. A schematic of the impact configuration is shown in supplementary material (SM) figure S4 [35] . The resulting stress states in the sample ranged from 12 to 47 GPa. In one additional experiment, the fused silica sample was backed by a LiF window and a double-shock state reaching 63 GPa was produced by reshock from 46 GPa to 63 GPa at the LiF window. Experimental parameters are provided in the SM, Table S1 [35] . Laser interferometry was used to measure impact velocities and the continuum stress and density states were determined by impedance matching using the known equations of state of fused silica and LiF. In situ X-ray diffraction measurements were obtained using a single-bunch (∼100 ps) of the APS storage ring operated in 24-bunch mode. For each experiment, four X-ray diffraction images each separated by 153.4 ns were recorded. Experiments were designed such that one or two X-ray diffraction frames were obtained while the shock wave propagates through the fused silica but before it reaches the rear surface. The X-ray diffraction data for the frames corresponding to the most fully compressed material were analyzed in detail to determine the structure and state of the shock-compressed material. See supplementary material for further details [35] . frames captured during the uniform shock state prior to the shock front having traversed the entire thickness of the sample. Owing to the transmission geometry of the experiments (SM, Fig. S4 [35] ), the measurements sample some amount of uncompressed SiO 2 and/or elastically compressed material. The fraction of uncompressed material was less than 8% for all patterns shown in Fig. 1 except for the one at 23 GPa, in which 22% of the SiO 2 remained uncompressed. An additional shot collected at 12 GPa is not shown in Fig. 1 , as the fraction of uncompressed material was nearly 40%. The elastic precursor is overdriven at peak stresses above 25 GPa. Note also that the incident X-ray beam passes through the body of the polycarbonate projectile giving rise to additional amorphous scattering at low angle (SM, Figs. S6, S9 [35] ).
At 34 GPa and below, no crystalline diffraction peaks from the sample were detected but diffuse scattering features were observed at two-theta values less than 15 degrees, indicating that fused silica remained amorphous when shock-compressed to these conditions (Fig. 1,   SM, Fig. S9 [35] ). At stresses of 36 GPa and above, we observe sharp diffraction peaks demonstrating that fused silica transformed to a crystalline phase (Fig.1, SM, Fig. S5 [35] ).
The diffraction rings are relatively smooth, indicating that the high-pressure phase does not have significant texture.
When compressed under static pressure, SiO 2 adopts a series of crystalline phases from quartz to coesite (C2/c) to stishovite (rutile structure, P4 2 /mnm) to the CaCl 2 -type phase (Pnnm) [48] . In addition, a number of metastable forms of SiO 2 have been observed experimentally or predicted theoretically [49] . To identify the phase crystallizing on the fused silica Hugoniot, we performed diffraction simulations that account for the shape of the pink X-ray beam (SM, S3.1 [35] ). Figure 2 shows excellent agreement between the backgroundsubtracted data and diffraction simulations using the rutile structure, demonstrating that fused silica transforms to stishovite upon shock compression above 34 GPa. Within the resolution of our measurements, there is no evidence for any peak splitting or enhanced broadening of the stishovite (120) and (121) peaks that would indicate a further transformation to a CaCl 2 -type phase. Other possible high-pressure phases including coesite, α-PbO 2 -type and Fe 2 N-type [26, 27, 49] are not consistent with the observed diffraction data.
Our results allow us to explain previously ambiguous features of the behavior of fused silica under shock compression. Notably, the abrupt change in compressibility along the Hugoniot at 35 GPa corresponds precisely to where we identify the amorphous-crystalline phase change (Fig. 3) . This is also consistent with in situ electrical conductivity measurements of fused silica [14] that reported a discontinuous decrease in resistivity at 35 GPa.
More generally, our results show the viability of amorphous to crystalline phase transformations within the ∼100 ns timescale of plate-impact experiments. FIG. 2. X-ray diffraction data in the high-pressure region. The fits (black curves) overlay experimental data (points). Least-squares fits were preformed to determine the lattice parameters and peak widths for stishovite diffraction peaks. The vertical dotted line denotes the extent of the fit region, above which detector-sensitivity effects render intensity data quantitatively unreliable. Figure 3 shows that the crystal densities determined from X-ray diffraction above 34
GPa are consistent with previous continuum Hugoniot data (Fig. 3) . This figure includes a calculated Hugoniot for stishovite using a Mie-Grüneisen equation of state (SM, S4 [35] ), demonstrating that our X-ray diffraction results are consistent with the expected properties of stishovite along the Hugoniot. The thermodynamic parameters used for the calculated Hugoniot curve in Fig. 3 are listed in SM, Table S3 [35] .
Our results are also consistent with recent molecular dynamics simulations which report the conversion of fused silica to polycrystalline stishovite on timescales of a few nanoseconds Continuum Hugoniot data from gun experiments [50] are shown as green diamonds along with X-ray density (blue square) determined from laser-driven compression [25] . Also shown are 300-K static compression data for stishovite (gray circles) [51] and fused silica (open purple circles) [52] .
HEL= Hugoniot Elastic Limit.
at pressures above 50 GPa [53] . The transformation is described by a homogeneous nucleation and growth model involving only small-scale atomic motions with atomic neighbor memories largely erased in the transformation. The grain sizes inferred from our results are consistent with extrapolations of the molecular dynamics simulations from ∼1 ns to hundreds of nanoseconds, as described below.
We observe pronounced sharpening of the diffraction peaks between 36 and 47 GPa (Fig. 2) . This is particularly evident for the strong stishovite (110) peak. This suggests grain growth is enhanced as temperature rises with increasing shock pressure. The degree of peak broadening was determined by convolving Lorentzian profiles with the diffraction simulations. Sample broadening was assessed after accounting for broadening from the Xray source, instrumental broadening and broadening due to finite sample thickness (SM, S3 [35] ). We attribute this broadening to grain size by applying the Scherrer equation to the full width at half maximum of the stishovite (110) peak using [54] :
Here d is the mean stishovite grain size, λ=0.539Å is the X-ray wavelength, β is the peak width, and θ is the Bragg angle. This equation provides a lower limit on the grain size of the transformed material in the shocked state. Figure 4 shows our results together with calculated grain sizes from molecular dynamics simulations of stishovite formed from shock-compressed fused silica [53] .
In the simulations, thermal energy promotes the rapid nucleation of nanocrystals from local regions of coherent short-range order. This is followed by a grain coalescence phase where grain growth depends primarily on shock temperature. When shock compressed into the high-pressure region, fused silica first adopts a dense disordered structure. This intermediate structure is transient and within picoseconds local regions of order nucleate and transformation to a fine grained stishovite occurs in a matter of nanoseconds. The subsequent rate of grain growth is given by [53] :
Here d is the average grain size in nm, d 0 is the grain size at the start of the grain coalescence growth phase, ∆t is the time after start of coalesce, k B is Boltzmann's constant, and T is temperature. ∆t was taken as the diffraction frame time relative to impact. Values for K 0 , Q and d 0 are given in Ref. [53] .
The uncertainty in our result arises primarily from uncertainty in shock temperature.
Calculated single shock temperatures range from 3200-5800±500 K between 36 and 63 GPa.
Double shock temperatures in this range are 2400-4300±K (SM, S4 [35] ). Figure 4 shows that the grain sizes determined from our experiments at timescales of hundreds of nanoseconds are consistent with the model inferred from molecular dynamics simulations up to 1.5 ns.
Our results demonstrate that the region of the Hugoniot from 10-34 GPa is not a "mixedphase region" but instead corresponds to densification of the starting glass (Figs. 1, 3 ).
Under room-temperature compression, SiO 2 glass initially undergoes rearrangement of SiO 4 tetrahedra followed by a continuous change in coordination with increasing pressure, transforming to a dense, nearly octahedrally coordinated structure by about 35 GPa [52, 55] . We envision a similar process occurring in the shock-compressed glass. The amorphous structure seen in Figure 1 consists of two broad components, one at low angle which is insensitive to pressure and a second at higher angle that moves to higher two-theta values with compression. Below 34 GPa, this second amorphous feature is peaked at Q ∼ 2.2Å
consistent with the first strong diffraction peak of SiO 2 glass observed in static compression experiments in this pressure range [52, [55] [56] [57] . The low-angle feature seen in all shots at 2θ ∼ 7
• is a combined result of scattering from the polycarbonate projectile along with scattering from any remaining uncompressed (or elastically compressed) SiO 2 .
A comparison of static compression with continuum Hugoniot data shows that the density of glass at 300 K is generally similar to Hugoniot densities up to 34 GPa (Fig. 3) . In fact, from 20-34 GPa, the density of the glass along the Hugoniot exceeds that under 300-K compression, despite the higher temperature of the Hugoniot states. This suggests that high-temperature compression allows for additional compression mechanisms, enabling the glass to achieve a denser state than it can at lower temperatures. This is consistent with static compression data for fused silica which show enhanced densification upon compression at high temperatures [58, 59] .
Based on analogy with static compression, recovery experiments, and theoretical models, we infer that the shock-compressed glass at 34 GPa is a nearly six-coordinated glass with a high degree of "stishovite-like" short-range order [52, 60, 61] . This disordered phase may be similar to the intermediate structure seen at early times in molecular dynamics simulations [53] . Our calculated shock temperature at this pressure (∼3100±500 K) is broadly consistent with previous shock temperature measurements on fused silica [6, 62, 63] .
Above this temperature threshhold, the requisite thermal energy is available to overcome an activation barrier, promoting small atomic displacements required to transform the highlycoordinated glass into crystalline stishovite on shock-compression timescales. This type of transformation arises from local correlated motions of atoms as opposed to longer length scale diffusive rearrangements, allowing for the transformation to proceed to completion over short timescales.
Our results are in marked contrast to recent laser-compression experiments that reported evidence for the formation of stishovite from fused silica at pressures below 34 GPa on along with range of grain sizes predicted using the t 1/3 coarsening law from molecular dynamics [53] for both single shock (blue field) and double shock (pink field) states. The large uncertainties in grain size calculations arise primarily from uncertainty in shock temperature.
nanosecond timescales [25, 64] . While the highest pressure datum in that study (34 ±5 GPa) overlaps our results, stishovite peaks were also observed at 19 GPa and below where we observe only amorphous material despite two orders of magnitude longer compression time. In the experiments of Refs. [25, 64] , pressures were estimated only indirectly from measurements of the transit time through the entire sample package. The reported pressures may be significantly underestimated (see Ref. [25] , SM, p. 9). Laser shock experiments may suffer from stress non-uniformity and non-steadiness of the shock wave. In contrast, plate impact experiments produce well-defined, planar and steady states of compression. The stress states in our sample are well-constrained by the precisely measured impact velocities and the known equations of state of fused silica and lithium fluoride. The consistency of our results with Hugoniot and other continuum data also provides strong support for our measurements.
Our study resolves the long controversy about the nature of the fused silica Hugoniot.
Upon shock compression above the elastic limit up to 34 GPa, stishovite adopts a dense amorphous structure, comparable to its behavior under static compression. At shock pressures above 34 GPa, fused silica transforms to polycrystalline stishovite, consistent with the sharp change in the compressibility of the Hugoniot curve at this pressure. Stishovite grain sizes inferred from diffraction peak widths are consistent with the extrapolation of results from molecular dynamics simulations which identify a homogenous nucleation and two-stage grain growth model for the formation of stishovite under shock compression. Our results demonstrate that it is only above 34 GPa that there is the requisite thermal energy to drive crystallization and the region between 9 and 34 GPa represents a densification region rather than a true mixed-phase region, across which the glass evolves from a four-to six-coordinated structure.
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